Plebański's class of nonlinear vacuum electrodynamics is considered which is for several reasons of interest at the present time. In particular the question is answered under which circumstances Maxwell's original field equations are recovered approximately and which post-Maxwellian effects could arrise. To this end a weak field approximation method is developed allowing to calculate post-Maxwellian corrections up to Nth order. In some respect this is analogue of determining "post-newtonian" corrections from relativistic mechanics by a low velocity approximation. As a result we got a series of linear field equations which can be solved order by order. In this context the solutions of the lower orders occur as source terms inside the higher order field equations and represent a "post-Maxwellian" self-interaction of the electromagnetic field which increases order by order. One has to decide between problems with and without external source-terms, because without also high frequency solutions can be approximately described by Maxwell's original equations. The higher order approximations which describe "post-Maxwellian" effects can give rise for experimental tests of Plebańksi's class. Finally two boundary value problems are discussed to have examples at hand.
Introduction
Attempts to modify Maxwell's fundamental theory of electromagnetism have a long history [1] since in 1912 Gustav Mie developed such a modification to overcome some problems as infinite self-energies and self-forces. While Mie's theory [2, 3] suffers from serious problems -e.g. the gauge invariance is broken
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-it stimulated the research on this field enduringly. The first reasonable theory which could prevent infinite self-energies was Born's one [4] electrodynamics into an effective classical electromagnetic theory [6, 7] .
Both Heisenberg-Euler's theory as well as Born's respectively Born-Infeld's theory can be developed from a U(1)-gauge and Lorentz invariant Lagrangian of the form L = L(F, G) (compare (2) ). This class is known as Plebański class and was comprehensively discussed by Plebański [8] and Boillat [9] . cently this class of theories gained attention from string theory because following Tseytlin [10] Born-Infeld's theory can be viewed as an effective electrodynamics stemming from some versions of string theory.
In the present article we answer among which conditions Maxwell's original theory is approximately recovered and which post-Maxwellian corrections arise.
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To do so an approximation procedure for the whole class is developed.
This means that a weak-field approximation up to Nth order is performed and compared with Maxwell's theory. This enables one to find post-Maxwellian terms which can be viewed as a starting point to experimental verifications for Plebański's class. The article is organized as follows: In section 2 we perform the weak field 1 Here it is worth to mention that for Born-Infeld's theory there is also an indirect approximation method for two-dimensional problems recently discussed in [11] .
series expansions for the field strength as well as for the field invariant F and the pseudo-invariant G. This enables one then to do this also for the derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the invariants L F := ∂L/∂F and L G := ∂L/∂G.
In section 3 the discussion of the field equations is performed and the question and ε 1234 = −1.
For further use the following relations should be noted too. The hodge dual of the electromagnetic field tensor is given by
The field invariant F and the pseudo-invariant G are defined by
with ∂F ∂F ab = 2F ab ; ∂F ∂F ab = −2F ab ; ∂G ∂F ab = −F ab .
Sometimes we will make use of the relation ε abcd ε cdmn = −2 (δ 
Preliminaries for the approxmation

Hamilton's principle and field equations
The field equations follow from a variational principle where the vector potential A m is used to secure the fulfillment of the homogeneous Maxwell equation
where A m is only determined up to an arbitrary U (1) gauge transformation
The variation of the action integral defined by
leads to the inhomogeneous field equation which generally differs from Maxwell's original one
In the language of electrodynamics in media, the vacuum offers a nonlinear constitutive law being local in time and space while the Lagrangian density is an arbitrary function of the field strength. Therefore, usually one defines the excitation as follows (compare e. g.
[12])
Thus Maxwell's equations for field strength and excitation are also valid in non- 
Series expansions
The theories pooled as Plebański's class introduce a new constant of nature A > 0 with the unit of a field strength so that the Lagrangian can be written as a function of two dimensionless arguments
Born-Infeld's theory for example requires always 1 In analogy to the approach in [13] we make a series expansion with respect to ǫ ∼ F mn /A to tackle the question under which conditions a theory of Plebańaki's 55 class is compatible with Maxwell's theory as a weak field limit and to derive post-Maxwellian terms for the field equations. To do so some series expansions are needed which will be done next.
To this end the field strength and its hodge dual is represented as a series in the parameter of smallness ǫ
In doing so the validity of the following bookkeeping system is assumed
In analogy to (11) a series for the excitation H mn is needed. Therefore a series for the derivatives L F and L G of the Lagrangian in F and G as well as 60 series for the field invariants F , G and their mixed powers F M G N have to be calculated.
We start with the series for F and G:
As shown in appendix B one gets for the powers of them
where one sums up over all solutions of
numbered by s whose total number is S.
This leads to the following series representation of the mixed powers
As a consequence of our bookkeeping system (12) it follows
With this we calculate a series for L F and L G whereat we treat them together
second we insert the product (16) and get
Here one has to consider that the order in ǫ of each summand depends not only on J but also on N . In fact J indicates the lowest possible order which is raised due to N > 0. However, for our approach it is indispensable to know which summands of this series are of the same order Q. One sees that all summands which fulfill 2N + J =: Q are of the fixed but arbitrary order Q. To underline this we write
It is clear that the derivatives of L X at F = G = 0 are plainly numbers. If the Lagrangian of some specific theory under consideration is given as a power series in F and G they are easily related to the coefficients of that series.
This enables one to write down the product series of the field strength F mn or its dualF mn with L F or L G (compare appendix A). To ease things up the combined notation Y mn = F mn ,F mn is used by which one gets
2 The symbol 2N+J =Q means to sum up over all solutions N, J of 2N + J = Q for a given Q.
This enables us to write down the excitation as a series in ǫ.
Maxwell's inhomogeneous field equation (9) needs also a series for the current j m on its right side with the same parameter of smallness ǫ
At last one has to estimate the impact of the derivative onto the excitation or indirectly onto the field strength. Because our consideration should not be restricted to low frequencies a second parameter τ has to be introduced
3. Approximation of the field equations
The homogeneous Maxwell equation
Inserting the series of the dual field strength into the homogeneous Maxwell equations (4) one obtains
Each coefficient of the series for the dual field strength fulfills the homogeneous 
In principle this offers the possibility to assume different gauges conditions for every order of the potential. This is similar to the situation known from shockwaves in Plebański's class [14].
The inhomogeneous Maxwell equation
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The difference between the theories of the Plebański class and the special subcase of Maxwell's theory is related to different constitutive laws (22) for the vacuum whereas the field equations for the field strength and the excitation remain unchanged.
The leading coefficients of the excitation series (22) read
and so on (the fourth and fifth order can be found in appendix E). One sees immediately that in every even order new mathematical structures come up while the following odd order only enriches them.
Consequently the only possibility to recover Maxwell's theory in a certain order of approximation is given if the zeroth and the first orders are in agreement with Maxwell. Here one has to distinguish the vacuum case with j m = 0 and the general case with an arbitrary j m .
In the vacuum case for arbitrary
Maxwell's original equations in the zeroth and first orders
Interestingly the L G | F =0,G=0 -terms have no influence on the field equations up to this order which means that Maxwell's field equations can be recovered even
If H mn in nonlinear electrodynamics would be measurable like in standard electrodynamics in media this would provide a possibility for tests of Plebański's class.
Another remarkable point is that in vacuum (j m = 0) no prediction for the magnitude of τ is necessary. This means that all Plebański class electrodynamics 95 of L F | F =0,G=0 = 0 type recover Maxwell's standard field equations as limiting case for weak fields regardless if these weak fields are of low or high frequency.
For general j m both is no longer true. One has to choose L F | F =0,G=0 and τ in a way that the zeroth and first orders recover Maxwell's theory with current
This is only achievable for the choice
Physically this implies an additional restriction to low frequencies which means 100 that for a general j m = 0 Maxwell's theory can only be recovered for cases where (36 II ) is fulfilled. As stated before only the non-vacuum case with j m = 0 is restricted in this way while the vacuum case recovers Maxwell's theory for arbitrary frequencies.
This assumption for τ secures also that in case of a non-vanishing current the same order of the left side of the inhomogeneous field equations couples to the same order of the right side which means
Here the equations ((37 II ) are linear in f N mn and it is worth to discuss the second and third orders equations for N = 2 and N = 3
and
Here the zeroth order solution acts as a nonlinear source term from the second order on whereas the first order solution occurs as source term from the third order on. One sees clearly that the third order brings no new mathematical structures into play but enriches the existing ones.
Looking at the excitations of fourth and fifth orders (compare appendix E) it is seen that again the fourth order brings new terms into play whereas the 110 fifth order enriches the structure. For the field equations of fourth and fifth orders this means that the solutions of the second and third orders enriches the source terms introduced in the second and third orders, where the solutions of the zeroth and first orders build new source terms with a higher degree of nonlinearity. The result is that from the second order on a self-interaction of 115 the electromagnetic field comes into play and this effect increases with higher orders by adding higher powers of the field invariants as sources.
At this point we would make a remark about boundary value problems in view of the presented approximation. In principle boundary values can be also given as a series in ǫ. Then every order has to fulfill the boundary value of the 120 correspondent order. However, a second approach is possible where the zeroth order fulfills the boundary values and all higher orders fulfill natural boundary values which means they vanish at the boundary. In both versions the whole series for the field strength fulfills the same values on the boundary. We will see in the next section that this is not of further interest for practical applications. 
Combined form of approximate field equations
For practical applications the approximate field equations are not very convenient. Therefore we derive an alternative variant to calculate the field up to a desired order. To do so we introduce the following new quantities
These are the series representations of the quantities under consideration summed up to a desired order N .
The aim of this section is now to find field equations for the finite series f * N mn respectively A * N n . To do so one has to write down some relations for the series of the field invariant F and the pseudo invariant G (compare appendix A)
At this point we need the series of
. This means we use (21) but sum up only from P = 0 to M instead of to infinity. Here we replaced already
and J → J = Q − 2N where the summation up to Q/2 means that we sum up to the integer part of Q/2. This implies that one can replace Q/2
Because of Q ≦ P ≦ M , 
whereas the sum from N to Q/2 was substituted by a sum from N to M/2.
Comparison of the second line formulas with (A.3) (P ↔ s, 2N ↔ x, Q ↔ t,
Additionally one finds (also compare appendix A)
which leads together with (41) and (44) to
Now it is obvious that for odd (even) M only odd (even) numbered versions
. Additionally one sees immediately that 
Here one has to neglect the second and third lines in case of M = 1.
Comparison with (22) shows that the excitation up to the odd numbered order M is given by 
Obviously these field equations have to be fulfilled order by order and has to be solved recursively up the desired order of accuracy. Again the homogeneous equation gives rise to use a potential like in (26)
From the inhomogeneous field equations for the excitation (49 2 ) one gets now equations for the field strength series up to Mth order 
To make the situation more lucid we write down the field equations for
with ∂ n A * 1 n = 0 and ∂ n A * 3 
Approximate solution of two static boundary-value problems
Spherical electrostatic source distribution
We consider a homogeneously charged sphere with radius a in spherical coordinates r, Θ, Φ where the origin of our coordinates is located in the middle 160 of this sphere. As usual we assume that with r → ∞ all potentials vanish.
Looking at (53) and the three-dimensional notation in appendix C one sees that in this case the field equations for the potentials up to the first order are given by
2πρ ( 
Due to the theorem of Kellogg [15, 16] the magnetic potential and with it the magnetic field strength vanishes in the whole space
Integrating the electrical field equation twice yields (A, B, C, D are constants
This leads to the following solution where the total charge of the sphere is given by Q = 4πa 3 ρ/3
Inside:
Because of E = −gradφ = −e r dφ/dr, the fact that at the origin a singularity is not admitted, the assumption of natural boundary conditions and the necessity to fulfill the jump conditions (compare appendix D) on the skin of the sphere one can determine the constants of integration and gets:
Outside:
where E 0 is the electrical field strength of first order on the skin of the sphere
Due to (48) and (C.4) this results in the following excitations of first order
Even though the magnetic field strength vanishes everywhere a magnetic excitation exists for theories with L G | F =0,G=0 = 0 while parity invariant theories
With knowledge of the solution up to first order the field invariants acting as source terms for the next higher order field equations can be calculated 
Now it is possible to calculate the potentials up to the third order whereat the field equations (54) read
2πρ(r) ,
Comparison of (56) and (65 1 ) shows that the solution can be decomposed as Therefore one has only to solve the equations 
In case of theories with κ > 0 -for example in Born-Infeld's theory -the correction up to the third order leads to a field strength which is a little bit smaller than the one up to the first order. In the field far away from the source (r → ∞) this effect vanishes. The new maximum field strength reached on the boundary of the sphere is
It should be underlined here that for all theories of Plebanski's class the calcu- Furthermore we want to underline that r = a is an equipotential surface and one can replace this surface by an ideal conducting foil on the same potential. 
Stationary current density along the z-axis
A constant and homogeneous stationary current density along the z-axis in cylindrical coordinates r, Φ, z is assumed
Consequently the field equations for the field strength up to first order (53) are
as well as △A * 1
and we assume natural boundary conditions. Then Kellogg's theorem leads to 
From the boundary conditions, the jump conditions on the current's surface and the assumption that the solution should be nonsingular everywhere one gets for the constants of integration
and therefore for the field strength
Here B 0 is defined as the magnetic field strength up to first order on the current density's skin
with I = π a 2 j z .
This places us in position to calculate the field invariants up to first order 
and to write down the field equation up to third order (54)
.
Analogously to the foregoing example (66) we write the solution as the sum 
and get therefore: 
where the constant σ is introduced
Again the boundary conditions and the jump conditions on the current's surface (compare appendix D) as well as the assumption that the solution should be nonsingular everywhere determine the constants of integration
Thus one obtains for the field strength up to third order
This means that for all theories with σ < 0, like Born-Infeld's theory, the field strength is smaller than in Maxwell's theory. Accordingly to (85) the maximum value which is reached on the skin of the current density is generally given by
Analogously to our electrostatic example the field-generating configuration does not lead to any electrostatic field strength for the whole Plebański class.
However theories with L G | F =0,G=0 = 0 lead to an electrostatic excitation because of (33) (compare also (C.4) ).
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Completing this we want to state an analogue to the foregoing electrostatic example. Here the magnetic field is derived from an item (A z ) behaving in our context like a kind of scalar potential
Because the skin of the z-directed conductor is an equipotential surface of A z one can substitute this surface by a perfect conducting foil with the constant surface current I/2π a. Hence the calculated solution is also valid for the exterior domain of a coaxial conductor of radius a flowed through by the current I. Analogue to the electrostatic case the magnetic field inside vanishes as a
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consequence of Kellogg's theorem.
Conclusion
With the aid of a weak field strength approximation ( mulated making decidable which case comes to pass for a given theory. As one would expect in Born-Infeld's case the maximum field strength is lowered.
Finally it should be remarked that it is possible to use the approximation procedure developed here also in terms of the excitation instead of the field 240 strength if one confines oneself to the vacuum theory. To go over to the corresponding field equations one can use the scheme presented in [17] . If this scheme is used also for the approximate field equations one gets the whole approximation method in terms of the excitation, but one should keep in mind that the potential of the field strength becomes an anti-potential of the excitation. If these series are restricted to a desired order M one gets instead
Here O(a 0 b 0 ǫ M+1 ) represents terms of higher order. Additionally one has to keep in mind that the sorting by a parameter of smallness (ǫ) makes sense only
A further type of series is needed in our context (a <0 ≡ 0; t, s, x are integers;
B. Powers of power series
Here we follow the approach described in [19] adapted to our situation. We assume that a power series in ǫ is given
and wish to calculate their powers in the domain of natural numbers also as a power series in ǫ
To do so one has to calculate the coefficient G J as follows
To calculate this derivative one applies Faá di Bruno's formula which makes it possible to calculate higher derivatives of composed functions such as F (t) = F (f (t)):
Here the summation runs over all solutions of the following formula where s counts the solutions and S is the total number of solutions
Additionally M is defined as follows
This can now be used to calculate G J as 
C. Three-dimensional notation
For the discussion of the two examples in section 4 a three-dimensional decomposition of the field equations, etc. is needed. Therefore we give here the relations between the three-and four-dimensional quantities in Cartesian coordinates where as usual E α denotes the electric field strength, D α the electric excitation, B α the magnetic field strength and H α the magnetic excitation (ε 123 = 1)
For the invariants this leads to
Therefore the constitutive law for the vacuum can be rewritten in three-dimensional
where for the Plebański class with the Lagrangian L = L(F, G) this simplifies to
Further we decompose the current density j m into
and the potential into
This leads to Maxwell's equations in three-dimensional notation
Again, the homogeneous equations of the second line above are identically fulfilled due to the use of the decomposed potential
D. Jump conditions of the electromagnetic field at interfaces
From the usual formulation of Maxwell's equations for field strength and excitation (C.7) the jump conditions at interfaces are given by (compare for
where n denotes the surface normal looking into the second half space. Addi- 
E. Fourth and fifth oder of the excitation series
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To keep the arrangement clear we write down the fourth and the fifth orders of the excitation series (22) here in the appendix 
